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A Hungarian MP is questioning whether the COVID vaccines are linked to the dramatic
drop in birth rates.

Why did birth rates suddenly drop?

“In January this year, something happened that has not happened for decades,” said MP
Dúró Dóra, speaking to Parliament.
“The birth rate fell by 20% compared to the same period last year. And what is even more
worrying is that the fertility has also fallen — something not seen since 2011.”
“… a researcher at the KRTK Institute of Economics points out that this drastic decline
came just nine months after the COVID mass vaccinations began in Hungary.”
Hungary’s government officials concern that the birth rate has dropped by 20% since the v
rollout.
Germany and other European countries experiencing the same outcome.
pic.twitter.com/CFLXdC135z
— CaliforniaRealtorCristy

🏠🐸💃 (@RealtorCristyB) July 4, 2022
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Hungary is experiencing a dramatic decline in birth rates this year.
I took a look at it more closely.
– 5 MOST vaccinated counties: Fertility drop of -15.2%
– 5 LEAST vaccinated counties: Fertility drop of -4.66%
What explains this? Climate Change?https://t.co/thRcbJ0lVh
— Igor Chudov (@ichudov) July 3, 2022
Indeed, many countries are experiencing unprecedented drops this year compared to
previous years.
For example, in Germany, the average amount of births between January-March of 20162021 was 61,873. But in 2022, it was 54,871 — a drop of over 7,000.
And in Sweden, between January and April of 2022, there were 35,454 births, compared
to an average of 38,085 over the previous three years during the same period — a drop of
roughly 6.9%.
Live births Sweden. pic.twitter.com/Q8MSZEdpMH
— Håvard Skjærvik (@fingerspitz) June 27, 2022
However, the worst off could be in highly-vaccinated Taiwan.
“There were 9,442 babies born in May 2022, which decreased 23.24% compared with the
same month last year,” reads the department of household registration’s May 2022
update.
23% Decline in birth rate in Taiwan, 13% decline in Germany, 10% decline UK...
'Such a decline is a nine-sigma event, meaning that it is so unlikely to occur by chance, that
it would naturally happen as rarely as an asteroid striking the Earth'https://t.co/F3slyuPsmq
um=web
— Tess Summers

🇬🇧🇮🇪 (@tesssummers98) June 28, 2022
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For those of you tracking declines in birth rate in early 2022, this account has assembled a
lot of data from countries worldwide. Not looking good. Check it out.
@Jikkyleaks https://t.co/jiMpS3oNlM
— Josh Guetzkow (@joshg99) June 27, 2022
To pinpoint what’s causing these unusual drops in birth rates, it’s reasonable to question
if mass inoculation of the global population with an experimental vaccine last year could
be related. (Though some mainstream outlets are trying to suggest that global warming is
to blame.)
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Moreover, it’s worth recalling that this comes just weeks after a peerreviewed study revealed that Pfizer’s vaccine “temporarily” impairs men’s sperm counts.
NEW - Pfizer's primary mRNA injections "temporarily" impair semen concentration and
total motile count among donors.
The scope of the study did not include the effects of additional "booster"
injections.https://t.co/wRtL6bCxdx
— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) June 19, 2022
2/ It is statistically certain that sperm function has declined at 75-150 days post jab. Even
after 150 days, it is statistically doubtful that sperm function has recovered at all. Just look
at the data in their paper. pic.twitter.com/VkBMjijsPu
— Dr. Doug Corrigan (@ScienceWDrDoug) June 19, 2022
Additionally, as reported in Epoch Times, obstetrician-gynecologist specialist Dr. James
Thorp said in April:
“I’ve seen many, many, many complications in pregnant women, in moms and in fetuses,
in children, offspring, fetal death, miscarriage, death of the fetus inside the mom… What
I’ve seen in the last two years is unprecedented.”
But Thorpe says doctors are under a de facto gag order to remain quiet and risk losing
their jobs for speaking out.
In Canada, health ministers have also threatened doctors for going against their narrative.
Ontario Health Minister Christine Elliot is accusing some doctors of spreading
"misinformation about vaccines." Elliot urged the College of Physicians to do "everything"
possible to censor these doctors.
HELP US: https://t.co/oIPU6az6hO pic.twitter.com/uCrRX8ghXk
— Rebel News (@RebelNewsOnline) January 19, 2022
And all this comes while authorities are ramping up calls for more vaccines — because the
first three weren’t good enough, apparently.
Overall, while none of this is conclusive, the fact that the massive drop off in births
occurred the year after a global COVID vaccination campaign, rather than the year after
the COVID pandemic began (2020-2021), justifies an in-depth investigation by qualified
professionals into the root cause of the unusual decline in birthrates.
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